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Since the editorial of this calendar was delivered
to the publishers the sad news of the death of
Lord Halifax was announced. Members of the
L.A.C.F. mourn a very popular president and
are saddened by the realization that they have lost
not only a man of endearing charm and humour,
but one with a profound sense of the responsibilities which went with his inheritance.
Lord Halifax always took a great interest in
Temple Newsam, the house he knew as a boy,
and when the Princess Royal died, fifteen years
ago, he readily took on the Presidency and made
his own special contribution to the office. In so
doing he followed in his father's footsteps for the
latter, until his death in 1960, had been a very
distinguished president for many years and had
greatly enriched, by gift and long loan, the art
treasures of Leeds. Charles Halifax continued
the family tradition for he was always willing to

lend pictures from his own collection and to help
in innumerable
ways to foster the visual arts.
His visits to Temple Newsam and the Art
Gallery were highlights; he kept in close touch
with all that was going on and gave his encouragement to any new developments.
It is

good that the restoration of the beautiful 18th
century library at the end of the Long Gallery
and the recreation of the chapel within its
original site were both accomplished. in his time
and with his backing. His delightfully personal
and informal, but efficient, chairmanship of the
annual general meetings of the L.A.C.F. served
to strengthen the link with the house which his
forebears owned and cherished until 1922.
His loss at so early an age, to all those who knew
him and enjoyed his presence at formal and not
so formal occasions, is a severe blow.

Editorial
'Ale and Arty'as the headline in one daily
newspaper when work started on the site of the
new Art Gallery extension in January. Just to
remind readers: the inspiration behind this super
pun comes from the fact that there is to be a
public house in the basements of the Central
Library and the Art Gallery. This may not be the
first time that a brewer's rent has helped to
finance a building project, but that more beer
means Moore sculpture must surely be unique
to Leeds. To be cautious in prosperity and
patient in adversity is wise advice, but the relief
of tension —and there has been plenty of this, is a
joyous feeling demanding expression —even in
flippancy? This editorial therefore will deal only
with cheerful news: the beginning of a new era
for the Art Gallery, the repair of Temple Newsam
House, the dress rehearsal for the future role of
Aberford Almshouses and the triumphal last
chapter in the rescue story of a pair of silver-gilt
ewe rs.
To deal first with the ewers. The financial and
legal side of yet another attempt to save masterpieces for the nation was told in the editorial of
the last Calendar. Now that their owner has, if
tardily, accepted the offer made to him and these
magnificent pieces of silver are encased at Temple
Newsam what is their real significance and why
did Leeds want them for its collections so badly?
The answer must in part be subjective for,
particularly in the twentieth century, beauty,
like every other positive quality, is often in
dispute. It is irrefutable, however, that Pierre
Harache was one of the most original and
brilliant of the early Huguenot craftsmen to
work in this country. As far back as 1962 a small
cup —only 5$ inches high —was bought: this was
supreme in its class and should be appraised, if
briefly, here. The proportions are right, the
decorative repertoire is sometimes in harmony
and at others in contrast, one motif with another,
and all are set off by a large undecorated band
relieved only by bold hallmarks from large
punches which the maker anticipated would be
placed at random by the Assay Office. Perhaps
the most interesting feature of this cup is the
cut-card work —soldered on to the lid so that the
inevitable tarnishing of the foundation metal
throws the design into strong relief and made as a
detachable sheath on the lower part of the body

so that both base and decoration can be separately

polished. Achieved is an ambiguous third dimension on the lid opposed to a precise and
shallow third dimension on the body where the
edges of the silver and polished background are
exploited to scintillating effect. The cup was
made in 1691 and there was a good photograph
of it in Calendar no. 63 —information put in for
those who file their Calendars. The ewers, made
six years later, show that the artist had lost none
of his originality, but had stored away in his mind
a wealth of art historical references to be freely
used in a broadened
repertoire. The most
immediately obvious link with the cup are the
gadrooned feet; while cut-card work is much
bolder, based on natural forms, leaves of quite
different species —those on the upper part clearly
taken from the acanthus plant —and all soldered
on. The chiaroscuro effect provided by tarnish
is an insignificant factor when an object is gilded.
The subtle contrast between the metal beneath
and the cut-card work itself is provided by the
burnishing effect on the latter produced over the
years when the pieces were washed and dried.
The form of the ewers has a long ancestry going
back through the baroque and mannerism—
hardly distinguishable here —to the Greek vases
imported into Italy during the early centuries of
our culture and so avidly collected by Sir
William Hamilton during the second half of the
eighteenth century —his wife was busy with her
own affairs which England did not expect in
those days. These ewers thus provide a fascinating
link between work being done in this country by
foreigners late in the seventeenth century and the
flowering of the English neo-classical style from
about 1765 onwards. A further word about pairs
of objects, a subject discussed before in editorials.
In the case of the ewers, because of their size—
9~i inches
high —their profiles
approximately
from all angles and the importance of the various
elements in their decoration they need each
other's company, particularly when seen in a
case where they cannot be walked around.
Identical twins perhaps, but with the same
subtle affinities.
Now to the Art Gallery extension, another
topic raised in editorials in recent years but with
increasing passion, for it is not the kind of subject
which can be treated with aesthetic detachment
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From left to right: Leeds Town Hall I1853—8, C. Brodrickl, The Municipal Buildings I1876, G. Corsonl and Leeds Art Gallery
I1887 —8, W'. H. Thorp) as it appeared in 1979.

like the question of pairs versus singletons. After
all the struggles, the hopes and fears, the promises
and the delays it was almost an anticlimax when
work actually started on site. The first reaction
was to gaze awestruck and speechless at the
bulldozers whose noise and belligerence reminded one of nothing so much as revolutionaries
destroying the ancien regime with frightening
deliberation. This passive attitude will not do of
course for what is going on now is only the first
step, albeit a vast one, in the rehabilitation of the
whole of the Art Gallery. As much energy and
foresight as possible must now be concentrated on
making the galleries in the existing building as
good as they can be. To open them again, safe
and in modern dress, is the final goal. Keeping
an unsleeping eye firmly on an objective is good
but to undervalue a critical stage on the road
towards it is bad. Not only will the Henry Moore
Sculpture Gallery be worthy of its site in its own
right, but it will become a vital element in the

whole grand concept of the Garden of Rest. A
piazza in a northern city. In fine weather why
should it not be a point of congregation for the
citizenry —and for tourists too like its Italian
counterparts. The fine new building will also be
to what can be
something of a monument
achieved against the odds by an indomitable
chairman working with keen professionals. Many
deserve praise for the realisation of a dream,
prominent among them are the architects Kaye
Aspinall and John Thorp of the City's Department of Architecture and Landscape and Neville
Condor of Casson and Condor, the London
consultant who brought a fresh mind to the
multitudinous demands of the commission.
In the last two years Temple Newsam House
has been in the wars and, however great and
dignified the house may be, it was looking more
and more like a geriatric patient trying to maintain its dignity by recalling the past in outward
calm. This is now shattered by scaffolding, a noisy

Model of the Henry Moore Sculpture Gallery extension, 1979 —80, now under construction in front of the Art Gallery. Department of Architecture and Landscape, Leeds City Council. E. W. Stanley (Director), K. S. Aspinall and J. V. Thorp (Project
Architects), H. N. Conder (Consultant Architect).

mechanical chuff-chuff hoist and workmen'
huts. These are, however, to be welcomed for
they represent, in transmogrified form, the gear
to be found in an intensive care unit of a hospital.
The structural verdict is that the symptoms of
decay have been taken in time and can be
reversed. The patient will not only live but may
be expected to take on a new lease of life. Now
that relief is in sight dirt and inconvenience have
lost much of their demoralising power.
Aberford Almshouses were once very sick too,
as readers of editorials will know (see Calendar
No. 80). They have, however, been under
treatment
for years and have now almost
reached the point when they can be considered
fit for work. They are to be used as a Conservation
Centre
where
furniture,
metalwork,
ceramics, textiles and easel paintings in need of
in-patient care will be treated. Staff of the right
quality are hard to find but recruitment is going

on and in February the first two were appointed.
It is hoped to make the Aberford Centre a model
of its kind in which the scientific expertise and
are commanual skills of the conservators
plemented by the art historical knowledge of the

curators.
As a kind of bonus to add to an optimistic
account of what is going on in the art world of
Leeds and its hinterland is the promise of vast
in the Stable Court at Temple
improvements
Newsam. All this must wait for another editorial,
but it would not be unrealistic to suggest that one
day this fine building, within the curtilage of the
house, will come into its own too. When all the
work on the park and gardens is complete what a
change in the ethos of one of the finest public
amenities in Britain will have been accomplished.
A revolution indeed but this time one designed
to recover and recall the community value of a
great estate.

A Victorian Masterpiece
by P. H. Calderon
JAMES LOMAX
One of the most popular paintings in the Leeds
collections is the large processional work entitled,
with deliberate verbosity, Her Most High, Noble
and Puissant Grace (Fig. 1). It never fails to elicit
a second glance by even the most hardened antiVictorian critic either on account of its charm as
an historical piece or because of its sumptuous
decorative colouring. It is in fact the masterpiece
of Philip Hermogenes Calderon (1833 1898).
The picture is perhaps best described in the
lavish prose of the Athenaeum: 'The scene is the
arras-hung corridor of a royal palace, through
which a state procession moves; the little lady of
the land a queen of eight years old —at its head;
she walks statelily, but not without some childish
nervousness, and heeds with proper gravity the
profound salutations of those who, standing at
the side of the gallery, bend low, uncover and
show their obsequousness
before her small
Mightiness's most infantile person; among these
the lowest to bend is an old man, who, staff in
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one hand, leans the other on the shoulder of a
boy-page, who does not stoop at all. The Queen'
golden skirts are upheld by two adult ladies-inwaiting; the grey governess is close by; a damsel
flirts with a lordly attendant in the most open
manner. Others f'ollow, showing that the whole
affair has a spice of comedy in it, notwithstanding
the impressive blast of the trumpets which hails
the great lady passing in front.'t the bottom
right the picture is signed and dated in a stylish
hand P. H. Galderon I865.
The question immediately arises: does this
scene represent a real historical event? If so,
what? From the costumes the period would
appear to be mid to late fifteenth century, but
after this the clues break down. Neither the
architecture nor the decoration are sufficientfy
well described and the armorial on the boy'
tunic, which would otherwise give everything
away, is too indistinct. Could this scene represent the marriage of the nine year old
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Her Adust High, Ruble aud Puissant Grace by P. LL Calderon, signed and dated 1865, 45 by 81 inches. Leeds Art Gaffer'ies.

Margaret of Anjou by proxy to Henry VI at
Blois in 1439? The date for this is too early and
the event too obscure to be positive. The truth
must be that this painting does not represent any
famous event and it is surely the creation of the
artist's imagination.
Dr. Strong has recently examined the evolution
of historical painting.'e points out that the
obsession with British history brought about by
the Romantic Movement had important consequences in popular painting. At first artists
were in the forefront of archaelogical enquiry,
sources for costumes and
finding authentic
details and they did much to extend public
knowledge of the past. Certain high and tragic
themes had an enormous impact, for example,
the deaths of Mary Queen of Scots and Lady Jane

Fig. 2

Grey (Fig. 2). In time artists became more
fanciful and began to dwell on more generalised
subjects (The Boyhood of Raleigh, Coming of Age t'
the Olden Time). By the time Calderon painted
Her Most High, %able and Puissant Grace in 1865
the public were well acquainted with the late
fifteenth century (The Princess in the Tower by
Delaroche had appeared in 1831) and he could
well afford to paint a fanciful subject, tinged in
this case with satire and with more than a slight
dig at elevated concepts of monarchy. One of the
last popular historical paintings was And When
Did J'ou Last See I'our Father? painted
by
Calderon's
friend, W'. F. Yeames in 1878
(The boy's answer of course was 'In a dream,

sir').

Philip Hermogenes

Calderon is certainly one

7 he Fxertuion of Lady pane Gre~ by Paul Delaroche, signed and dated 1833, 97 by 117 inches. Reproduced

of The Trustees, The National Gallery, London.

by courtesy

as

Fig. 3

Broken Vows by

P. H. Calderon, signed and dated 1856, 36 by 26s inches. The Tate Gallery.

of the most colourful Victorian artists. Born in
France in 1833, the son of a defrocked Spanish

priest and French mother, he moved to England
and after a brief period as an engineer he took
art lessons at Leigh's academy in London and
later at the Picot studio in Paris. During the
'fifties he became the leader of that set of highspirited and later supremely successful group of
artists known as the 'St. John's Wood
included
E. Hodgson, G. D. Leslie,
H. Stacy Marks, G. A. Storey, Fred Walker,
D. W. Wynfield and W. F. Yeames. The group,
who were never more than a loose association of
friends, all lived close to each other in the rustic
outpost of London near Lords cricket ground
(before it became enclosed) and within easy
reach of delightful country walks to the village
of Neasden and beyond. Their way of life seems
almost closer to that of their French counterparts; indeed some of their exploits could be
taken from the early pages of George du Maurier's
Trilby.'n the whole the work of the group has
little in common besides its high finish and
of'ten historical subject matter. Nevertheless they
mutual confidence from
gained considerable
their own companionship.
Calderon's first major success came in 1857
with Broken Vows (Fig. 3) in which a beautiful
dark girl swoons against an ivy-clad wall after
seeing ber lover dallying with a blonde on the
other side. The picture is conceived in strong
pre-Raphaelite terms and the subject held an
irresistable appeal to Victorian sentiment. The
model for Broken Vows was his fiancee, Clara
Storey, whom he married shortly afterwards
(She appears in the Leeds picture as the figure
head-dress holding the young
in a butterfly
queen's train). During the 'sixties and 'seventies
Calderon continued to show historical pictures
many of which are taken f'rom Tudor or Stuart
subjects (3ohn Hampden's Funeral, The British
Embassy in Paris on St. Bartholemew's Day tg7i).
His final period was marked by more classical
subjects. He was a staunch supporter of the
Royal Academy, becoming an Associate in 1864,
f'ull academician
in 1868 and keeper of the
Academy collections in 1884.
At the time the Leeds painting was conceived
it appears that Calderon was in the perennial
difficulty of being suspected of not having
entirely followed up his initial promise.4 He
clearly needed to produce a blockbuster in order
to reinforce his reputation. His MS account book

J.

Clique'hich

relates

how this picture took over a year to
complete: 'The greater part of this year [1865]

was taken up by painting Her Most High, Jtoble
and Puissant Grace which at first was intended for

the R.A. exhibition of this year, but finding I
could make it into a better picture by more work
I kept it on the easel and only exhibited it in
1866'.s He then continues to describe it, mentioning that his wife posed as one of the ladiesin-waiting and that the little queen was modelled
by the daughter of an artist friend, Henry Marks.
The picture was an immediate success. All
the critics were effusive in their praises and it was
bought by a Mr. G. Morris for $ 1000. Calderon
and his family decided to rent Hever Castle in
Kent for the rest of the summer, where they were
joined by a large number of fellow artists who
indulged their historical imaginations
to the
full in these appropriate
which
surroundings,
were to be a source for many paintings in the
future.
The subsequent history of the Leeds picture is
interesting for it became involved in a minor
scandal at the Universal Exposition in Paris the
following year, 1867. Foreign artists were entitled
to exhibit and compete for the usual handout of
prizes. Leighton sent his Procession of Syracusan
Maidens, Wallis his Death of Chalterlon, O'eill
his Departure for lhe Crimea. The jury was heavily
weighted by French artists who were, however,
honour-bound not to vote for themselves. Nevertheless, Gallic chauvinism yielded eight first class
medals for France and only one each for Spain,
Austria and England, the choice for the latter
being Her Most High, noble and Puissant Grace.
The British were clearly very annoyed by this
treatment and a debate on the 'Mystery of the
Medals'aged in the artistic journals. The jury's
decision was, as ever, final and an anonymous
French juror writing in the Athenaeum had the
last word: 'Who is your first painter now —Faed,
Frith, Ward, Landseer, Leighton? Not at all;
it is
Calderon'.'ootnotes

l.

Athenaeum,

2.

Roy Strong, find

1978.

iso. 2010 16 May 1866!, p. 603.
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Did Fou l ast See tour Father,

lievis Hillir r, 'Th( .'ii. John's ieood Clique', Apollo
June 1964, pp. 490 495.
4. H. S. Marks, Pen rind Pencil Skeichec, 1894, pp. 162 —4.
Kindly communicated by M. A. Ford Fsq. of'J. S. iSrlaas
sc Co. Lid.

6. Some reviews and references: Art journal, vol. 5, 1866,
p. 165; Gazette des Beaux Arts, vol. 21, 1866, p. 93 rep.
and vol. 23, 1867, p. 214; Illustrated London %eros,
12 May 1866, p. 3; Portfolio, vol. 1, 1870, p. 97; Charles
Blanc, Les Artistes de Mon Temps, 1876, pp. 483 —4;
Magazine of Art, vol. 1, 1878, p. 200; Athenaeum, No.
3680, 7 May 1898, p. 605; Magazine of Art, vol. 20,
1898, p. 446; Dictionary of Rational Biography (Supplement), 1901, pp. 371 —2.
7. Athenaeum, No. 2065, 25 May 1867, pp. 694 —5.

James Lomax was Assistant Keeper at Leeds Art Galleries
from 1977 to 1980, during which he organized the exhibition
john Singer Sargent and the Edtoardian Age. He i" at present
organizing an exhibition at Bowood House, Wiltshire.
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Her Most High, stable and Puissant Grace by

P. H. Calderon, detail ol'Fig. l.

Lady Hertford: Quean of the Regency'
ADRIAN BUDGE
Isabella, Marchioness of Hertford, is one of the
of Temple Newsam who can be
remembered today not only for her contribution
to the development of the house but also as a
figure of some national celebrity. However, her
significance in both these areas did not come
until fairly late in her long life. She inherited
Temple Newsam in 1807 following her mother'
death, but only made it her residence during the
last twelve years of her life after her husband'
death in 1822. Her period of national notoriety
as a very close friend of the Prince of Wales, later
Prince Regent, dates from about 1806 until
1820.
Born in 1760, Isabella Anne Shepheard
Ingram was the eldest of the five daughters of
Charles Ingram, 9th Viscount Irwin and his wife,
Frances Gibson. A charming group portrait of
Isabella and her sisters was painted in about
1770 by Benjamin Wilson, and for many years
this was loaned to Temple Newsam by the
Meynell family of Hoar Cross. In 1776 Isabella
married Francis Seymour Conway, Viscount
Beauchamp, who in 1794 became 2nd Marquess
of Hertford. Their son and heir, Francis Charles,
Earl of Yarmouth and later 3rd Marquess of
Hertford, was born in 1777. During the early
years of her marriage several portraits were
painted of Isabella by some of the leading
portrait artists of the day and these rather
glamorous images of her contrast greatly with
caricatures produced at the time of her involvement with the Prince. Particularly impressive is
the full-length portrait of 1781 by Sir Joshua
Reynolds (Fig. 1) now at Temple Newsam, which
shows Isabella wearing a fine yellow dress,
holding an ostrich fan and standing beside a
flight of steps in a garden. Reynolds also painted
half-length pictures of her in 1777 and 1789, the
latter reputedly Sir Joshua's last female
Hoppner also produced a very striking
half-length
portrait of'sabella, who wears a
broad straw hat and black shawl and looks the
spectator f'ull in the face. This picture was
exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1784 when
it was described as 'A good portrait, but without
adulation, the artist might have done more for
the fair original!'2 Miniature portraits of'he
few owners

portrait.'ohn

young Lady Beauchamp were painted by Richard
Cosway and John Downman, who is recorded as
having made three sketches of Isabella and three
of her young son in 1787. It is also possible that a
portrait of her was painted by George
the series of portraits in the 1770's and
1780's a break of about twenty years occurs before
the Marchioness begins featuring prominently
and frequently
in a very diff'erent kind of
picture the satirical prints of such artists as
George Cruikshank.4 Isabella's close relationship with George, Prince of Wales seems to start
in about 1806 at a time when she and her husband
were involved in a scheme to ensure that their
should remain
orphaned niece 'Minny'eymour
in the care of Mrs. Fitzherbert, the Prince'
secret wife.s In the autumn of 1806 the Prince and
his brother, the Duke of Clarence (later King
William IV) made a tour of northern England
and paid a visit to Temple Newsam on 28
September, when the Prince was indisposed and
unable to accompany his brother to visit some of
the factories and cloth halls of Leeds. Shortly
afterwards the Prince wrote Isabella several
letters, addressing her as 'my best and dearest
friend', which indicate his considerable interest
in her but suggest that she did not trouble to
reply to him.6 It appears that he had hoped to
visit Temple Newsam again in October 1806
but Isabella's failure to communicate her plans
probably led to the abandonment of this scheme
and he complained to her about her behaviour
being 'very shabby, very lazy and very
is in December of that year that the first
reference occurs to the Prince's interest in the
Marchioness in a satirical print depicting his
ejection from M. A. Taylor's house for trying to
seduce his wife: a signpost outside clearly points
the way 'To Hartford'. The exact nature of the
relationship of Lady Hertford, who was then a
grandmother and approaching fifty years old,
with the rakish Prince is uncertain. It appears
likely that she was flattered by his infatuation and
the influence she
she must have appreciated
might exert by accepting him. Nevertheless, in
early December 1806 she and her husband
suddenly left England and there may have been
truth in the comment that she chose 'to run away
Romney.'fter

negligent'.'t
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Portrait of Isabella, Marchioness

of Hertford by Sir Joshua Reynolds, 1781. Leeds Art Galleries.

to Ireland as the best protection for her modesty'.a
Another account claims that their hurried departure followed a seven-hour confrontation
between Lady Hertford and her husband at their
country house, Ragley Hall.
The Prince's enthusiasm for Isabella definitely
increased during the next years and he frequently
visited both the Hertford's country home and
their London house in Manchester Square.
Gossip about the affair grew and was a topic of
considerable interest as is evident from Joseph
Farington's account of hearing the news: 'Lady
Thomond I drank tea with... She told me that
Mrs. Fitzherbert has lost her influence over the
P —.He is now devoted to the M —ss of H —d;
to whom while they were in London He constantly went every day and staid from three
I remarked that the M ss is not
o clock till
young; she replied that notwithstanding she is an
extraordinary fine woman, a Juno. It is supposed
the P got the Garter for the M —s, and is to
make him a Duke'." Members of the court circle

5...
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They StooP

—but

not Conquer by

William Heath, published

wondered at the Prince's devotion to the elderly
Marchioness, who was considered a conservative
and morally upright woman, and no definitely
firm evidence proves she was his mistress rather
than simply a very close friend.ts The Marquess's
complacency about the Prince's attention to
Isabella was also a source of surprise as his
wealth made pecuniary advantage seem unlikely to sway his judgment. However, Lady
Bessborough reported that 'The love of gain, it is
Lady
said, pervades the whole
Hertford is so f'ond of diamonds that the prince'
finances can hardly suffice'is and the Marquess
himself accepted royal honours and appointments.
The Prince's obsession with Lady Hertford
was taken to such excess that he suffered fevers
and depressions and in 1811 even ended his long
affair with Mrs. Fitzherbert, whom he had
secretly married in 1785. He used his uncertain
health to win Isabella's sympathy and wrote
telling her of his total loss of appetite and 'most

family...

11 March 1812 by S. W. Fores, engraving.

British Museum.
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horrible and torturing spasmodick attacks in my
head'nd reporting that he followed her instructions to take warm milk and soda water each
morning.'4 It was not until early 1812 that there
began the stream of satirical prints attacking
influence
on the Regent,
Lady Hertford's
especially for excluding the Whigs and retaining the Tories whom she supported. This is
the concern of Cruikshank's The Prince of Whales
or the Fisherman at Anchor (Fig. 3l where Isabella
appears in the Sea of Politics as the chief mermaid
at whom the whale Prince gazes while pouring
Oblivion on the Whigs and Favour on the
Tories. The hostility against her is evident from
her mention in the House of Lords as 'an unseen
and separate influence that lurked behind the
throne... An influence
odious character,
leading to consequences the most pestilential and
disgusting'." Another effect of her influence was
thought to be the Regent's move against Catholic
emancipation,
making co-operation with the
Whigs exceedingly dificult. Opinion on this
catholic relief question is evident in john Bull
in the Council Chamber where the Prince sleeps
holding a doll representing Lady Hertford while
the Lord Chancellor deters a ragged Irishman
holding a petition of catholic claims and says
'Be easy Pat or you will disturb the Royal
Conscience which is now dozing in quiet comfortable slumbers'." During the political crisis
following Spencer Perceval's assassination the
Regent refused to consider Whig demands which
would have required the dismissal of his staff,
including Lord Hertford and Lord Yarmouth.
Isabella and her family had thus secured through
the Regent's infatuation with her a very considerable degree of'olitical influence. This
power is attacked in Patent Puppets alias the
Hertford Fantoccini (Fig. 5l where Isabella, in
1'ront of a stage, holds puppet politicians and
says to John Bull 'I can make them do anything,
they work so easy...', while a playbill f'r the
Theatre Royal Hertford announces 'The piece
called Secret Influence will be continued some
time longer... '. Lady Hertford's dominance
over the Prince himself'is satirized in such prints

of'...
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or Ancient
Princely Predilections
Music and
Modern Discord where the drunken Prince is led

by reins held by Lady Hertford and a wickedlooking cupid." Such influence was deplored by
many people, including Princess Charlotte, who
wrote 'The Prince I have good reason to believe is
quite governed by his mother and the Manchester

of Whales
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after C. Williams, published

the Hertford Fantoccini

folks...

I do really believe that there
unfortunate a connection
is interesting to observe how the
developed in the many prints of them
published. In Delilah Depriveing Sampson of those
locks in which consisted his strength, Isabella appears
as Delilah and the Regent as Sampson. Castlereagh calls her 'as pretty a Barber as ever I clap't
my eyes upon'nd she is shown as amply built
but neither particularly
ugly nor
appears similarly large but not hideous in
but not Conquer (Fig. 2) where the
They Stoop —
fashionably attired couple both split their tight
clothes as they bend to pick up her dropped fan.
However, the cartoonists soon became much
crueller in their attacks, both condemning the
Marchioness's
power over the Regent and
savagely mocking her appearance. In An ExHall (Fig. 4), Cruikshank
cursion to R ——
who travels with the
Hertford,
depicts Lady
Regent in a coach, with a coarse face, beak-like
nose and grotesque breasts, while in Manchester
Square Cattle Shew (Fig. 6) she is represented as a
Sqre

never was so

made'.'t

Hertfords'mage

old.'he

—
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by McCleary of Dublin,
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1812, engraving.

large cow with the description 'of an extraordinary size, of the Hertfordshire breed, six
inches fat on each side clear of the ribs, more
celebrated for her weight than beauty, remarkably short in the neck and distended in the
udder'. This image of Isabella became firmly
established and she regularly appears with a fat,
round face and bloated body usually with her
large breasts excessively exposed, as in The
Munchauseness

of Herford!!!

Mounted

on

the

R —ts Bomb', 1819 (Cover).
Considerable attention was obviously paid
to the nature of Lady Hertford's relationship
with the Prince and besides references to its
political significance there are numerous other
about their affair. ?he Prince of
innuendos
Whales (Fig. 3) shows the Regent devoting all his
attention to Isabella while the rejected Mrs.
to catch his
Fitzherbert tries unsuccessfully
notice. Likewise, in An Excursion to R
Hall (Fig. 4) the Prince embraces Lady Hertford
while behind him in the Female Asylum that
they pass Mrs. Fitzherbert laments 'I remember

the time when I myself'njoyed those loves. But
he has forgot his Poor F', and other inmates
the gay Deceiver'nd 'There he
complain
goes Faithless man'. The subsequent displace1'rom the Prince'
ment of Lady Hertford
alfections by Lady Conyngham was marked by
the publication in about 1820 of a revision of this
print entitled An Excursion to Brighton in which
the Conynghams have replaced the Hertfords.
Among other prints recording Isabella's waning
charms The Beauties of the Isle of Wight shows her
fat and old, failing to attract the Regent's
'What
notice as he gazes away exclaiming
—
the
Beauties
women
come
here
of the
lovely
Isle of Wight'.2o Similarly ? he Munchauseness
of Herford!!! (Cover) shows the shunned Isabella
astride a giant mortar wishing ill upon the
Duchess of Richmond, another large, elderly lady
supposedly favoured by the Prince.
The attitudes of Isabella's husband and
son and heir, the Earl of Yarmouth were
also topics which featured in many prints.
Occasionally, for example in ?he Prince of I@hales
(Fig. 3), the Marquess is shown with prominent
cuckold's horns and irate because of the Prince'
attentions to Isabella. In other prints such as
An Excursion to R — —— Hall (Fig. 4), where the

Marquess leads the procession as the outrider and
The Court at Brighton a la Chinese!! (Fig. 7) in
which Isabella makes the cuckold's sign above
his head, he appears complacent
about her
unfaithful behaviour. Lord Hertford's disinterest
is evident in Manchester Square Cattle Sheut (Fig. 6)
where he is shown as a bull with enormous
horns and blind eyes. He is described as docile
and so tractable that he is led by a blue ribband,
referring to his acceptance of the Order of the
Garter in 1807. Many prints show him holding
thc wand symbolising the Lord Chamberlainship to which he was appointed in 1812, a favour
that many considered due to Isabella's liaison
with the Prince. Lord Yarmouth
was also
caricatured for his unconcern about his mother'
behaviour and for his own keenness to profit 1'rom
the Regent's favours. An Excursion to R —————
Hall (Fig. 4) shows him as a coachman riding
beside the devil and followed by a wagon full of
women inscribed 'For Yarmouth second hand
Peices from Wales! This picture of the Hertford's
son is supported in the Manchester Square Cattle
Shetto (Fig. 6) where he appears as a young bull
'eats amazingly,
drinks
with the description
abundantly but so vicious that it is necessary to
caution the public against him'.
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The Court a/ Brighton a ta Chinese!! by George Cruikshank,

British Museum.

Throughout the many cartoons the Prince
himself is attacked for his lechery, grossness,
lack of good sense and his willingness to be
influenced by Lady Hertford. His faults are
manifest in The Court at Brighton a la Chinese!!
(Fig. 7), a print of particular interest since the
Chinese
hand-painted
wall-paper
at
hung
Temple Newsam by Isabella was presented by
the Prince on his visit in 1806.s'he obese
Regent sits in an oriental setting, surrounded
by a court largely in Chinese costume, amidst a
frivolous
lavish scatter of luxuries including
gifts for the Chinese emperor and a document
reading 'Proposal to continue the Property Tax
for ever, to pay off arrears of ye Civil List
occasiond
Whims,
Fairs,
by ye Regency
Carnivals lit. other Royal fooleries'. The unpopular nature of the Prince's particular involvement with Isabella is alluded to clearly in
the satirical poem The Kettle Abusing the Pot:

18

published

by

J. Sidebotham,

March 1816, engraving.

I shall not advert unto Manchester Square

Or your journies to HERTFORD to take the fresh air
These are facts so notorious to everyone known
That they leave you in infamy reigning alone.ss

Similarly,
behaviour

'A

Apple

the Hertf'ords'ather
mercenary
of an entry in The Political

is subject

Pie':

H —HAD IT
Lord Hertford, the loyal, goodhumoured, and true,
Had three thousand pieces with nothing to do,
But how much His LADY had nobody knew,
For though much belov'd by the Prince of the Pie,
Her ladyship was most remarkably shy,
And took what she had, as they say, 'on the sly'.ss

However, perhaps the general view of the
extraordinary affair is best summed up in the
punning exchange occurring in An Excursion to
R —— —Hall (Fig. 4)

Lady Hertford: 'We have had a glorious ride my
love! It is worth Half a
'I have not Half a Crown to give
Prince:
thee. Would that I
Crottrn.'he

had.'or

many people must without doubt have
considered Isabella to be the Queen, or perhaps
Quean, of the Regency.ss

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
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Samuel Joseph Phrenologized
TERRY FRIEDMAN
When the painter, William Bell Scott published
'The British School of Sculpture in 1871, Samuel
Joseph was represented by one work, the Westminster Abbey monument to William Wilberforce, 1838 —40, his spectacular masterpiece
(Fig. 6), which Scott believed 'commands
universal attention', but he was able to name only
one other work by the sculptor and clearly
regarded Joseph as an obscure figure: 'Of the
sculptor... we are unable to give an account...
having looked in vain through the literary and
artistic journals... in hopes of finding at least
an obituary notice'.'uring his lifetime Joseph
seems never to have attracted the sort of popular
success enjoyed by other British sculptors and he
died a bankrupt in 1850, leaving his widow and
of'he Royal
seven children
as pensioners
Academy. Yet, his output was substantial (one
hundred
works, mainly portrait busts, were
exhibited at the R.A. between 1811 and 1846),s
he attracted many famous sitters, many of his
surviving portraits in plaster, marble and bronze
reveal an extraordinary
ability to capture the
inner character of'he sitter and there are good
reasons to regard him as equal to the best British
portrait sculptors of his day, Sir Francis Chantrey
included.
Joseph was born in London in 1791 and trained
at the Royal Academy Schools, where he
received Silver Medals in 1811 and in the
following year and a Gold Medal in 1815. He
had already begun exhibiting portrait medallions
and busts at the annual R.A. exhibitions; among
his early sitters were two famous actors, Edmund
Kean (1815, Drury Lane Theatre) and Charles
Matthews
(1822; National Portrait Gallery,
London). By 1822 he had moved to
in a country with no indigenous
tradition of portrait sculpture and f'ree f'rom
London competition, his busts were considered
'much above mediocrity, and superior to any
examples... that had been produced in Scotland
previous to his practice'.4 On the basis of'his
reputation he was invited to be a foundermember of the Royal Scottish Academy in
1826.s His sitters included Sir Walter Scott,
1824 (Fig. fl, the Rev. Archibald Alison, author
Fdinburgh.'orking
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Fig. l Bud sf Sir ll'atter Srou, l824, marble, by Samuel
loscph. Preston Hall, Midlothian toourtcsy of Tom Scott).

of'Essays on the ttfature and Principles of Taste (1825,
The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge),a the

celebrated engineer, Robert Stevenson (1828,
The Royal Scottish Museum) and numerous
members of the aristocracy. During these years
he continued
to exhibit at the R.A. and in
1822 sent works to the Northern Society for the
Encouragement of the Fine Arts in Leeds, the

Fig. 2

Portrait

of Samuel joseph, 1827 —28, pencil and wash, by an unknown artist. Private Collection.

result of which he received a commission from
the great industrialist, Benjamin Gott of Armley
for the portrait of his daughter, Mrs. Thomas
Kinnear (1825, Leeds City Art
correspondence tell us something about
his life in Edinburgh: he seems to have met David
Wilkie at this time and was particularly friendly
with the genre painter, William Lizars; in
May 1822 he reported 'I am sorry to tell you
that for the last three weeks I have been suffering
with a very severe inflamation in my
which precludes the possibility of my modelling,
as I am strictly ordered... to lay by for a week
or ten days indeed I cannot see to work at all'.
He also ran into debt with the local shopkeeperss
and in 1828 returned to London. There he
attracted the patronage of royalty, aristocrats,
prestigious statesmen, professionals, divines and
fellow-artists but apart from occassional mentions in the press'nd reports of his bankruptcy
in 1848 little else of importance is so far known,
although this remaining information together
with the portrait busts and church monuments
which have been traced reveal a great deal about
the man and his art.
At a time when British sculpture was dominated
Greeksmoothly-finished,
by the idealized,
inspired work of Antonio Canova (such as the
life-size marble Venus made for Thomas Hope
in 1818 —20, now in Leeds City Art Gallery)"
and the work of Canova's British pupils and
followers such as Richard James Wyatt and
in the
Joseph Gott, which is well-represented
Leeds collections,'~ another clique of sculptors,
and fiercely nationalistic, led by
independent
his pupil,
Francis Chantrey and including
Henry Weekes, John Bacon the younger, William
Behnes and others, regarded an Italian education as unnecessary and were concerned with a
more naturalistic manner of carving. Joseph was
perhaps the most brilliant advocate of this
alternative approach.'s He had attempted without success in 1817 to gain the R.A. scholarship
to study in Rome '4 and does not appear to have
travelled abroad although, as we shall see, he was
continental
with
familiar
contemporary
sculpture. His advocacy of naturalism may have
been inherited only indirectly from Chantrey,
for prior to entering the R.A. Schools in 1811
he had been the outstanding pupil of Peter Rouw
the younger, a leading English wax-modeller,
whose success depended on an ability to render
the details of flesh and hair with great accuracy.ts
Galleries).'oseph's

eye....
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These qualities Joseph reinterpreted on a larger
scale in marble, noticeably in his swaggering
bust of George IV (1831, Victoria and Albert
Museum) t6 but particularly in his series of female
busts, such as Susan Gott Kinnear (1825, Leeds
City Art Galleries), Lady De L'Isle and Dudley
(1838, Penshurst Place) and Lady . Belhaven,
1827 (Fig. 3), where robustly-carved curls and
braids of hair and a richly brocaded shawl are
beautifully contrasted with an unblemished skin,
Lady Belhaven's nearly-closed, almond-shaped
reminiscent
of a
eyes and delicate mouth
Desiderio madonna. Joseph repeated this formula
in the portrait of an unknown woman, 1825, at
Leeds (Fig. 4), where the curled and braided
hair is tied by a scarf which falls behind the head
and drapes across the shoulders. This bust is
also a fine example of Joseph's inventiveness as a
socles, here taking
designer of unconventional
the form of a curved and stepped octagon."
Joseph's own penchant for flamboyantly curled
and windswept hair is evident in this portrait
drawn by an unknown artist sometime around
1827 —28 (Fig. 1).'s
The combination of a romantic personality,
an exclusively British training and an indebtedtradition
of wax
ness to the naturalistic
modelling cannot entirely explain the individuality of his portraits since other sculptors with
comparable backgrounds —for example, Peter
Turnerelli
(1774 —1839), who was born in
Belfast, trained in London under a wax modeller
'brutally
improper'ehaviour
and showed
during an audience with the King of France'—
produced very different work. The most perthe particular
suasive
evidence
explaining
character of Joseph's portraits is his associations
with phrenology, a pseudo-science popular in the
early nineteenth century which held that the
mental powers of the individual were compartmentalized in organs of varying sizes, depending
on the individual's mental development, located
in different regions on the surface of the brain and
that the individual's character could be
a phrenologist feeling and interpreting these
bumps. Joseph was a friend of a celebrated
phrenologist, Dr George Combe, and in 1822
he was phrenologized.
On 7 July he received a report on the disposition of his cranial bumps which observed
bear a small
that the 'animal propensities
proportion to the intellect and sentiments and
the individual should be very little prone to
'read'y

Fig. 3

Bust of Lady Belhaven, 1827, detail, marble, by Samuel Joseph. Victoria and Albert Museum.
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Fig. 4 Bust of an unknown woman, 1825, marble, by Samuel
Joseph. Leeds City Art Galleries.

sensual pleasures [the reader will recall that the
subject had seven children]. He will, however,
be attentive to his pecuniary concerns [and
that he died a bankrupt]; and have a due regard
to his own interest in every thing. He will be
apt to talk of himself, and his own feelings,
interests and friends; be desirous of praise and
probably ambitious. He will be an excellent

friend, sincere, generous and obliging. He will
be a great lover of truth and in religion will
probably place charity and Justice above Faith;
altho he will not be averse to the latter. He will
not be sanguine beyond discretion, nor yet
dispending but he will see the same object or
prospect in different aspects at different times,
sometimes all dark, and then all bright... He
will be mild in temper; but very sensitive to the
least mark of disrespect. He will be prone to
thinking and his judgement will be just and his
intellect discriminating.
He will be fond of
analogies and perceive more readily the resemblances than the differences of things. He
will be fond of all compositions and conversation
addressed to the moral feelings; and will probably
like didactic writings better than philosophical
disquisitions. He ought to be no artist and no
judge of paintings, except perhaps portraits
which he may like for the expression. He will be
grave in his manners, but lively and interesting
when engaged in conversation. He should like
music'.'a
Joseph's commitment to phrenological theory
is especially apparent in his male busts. Walter
Scott's head (Fig. 1) is turned to the right and
raised slightly upward as if the great writer
during the years of Ivanhoe was experiencing
some inner vision; surely a more memorable
portrait than Chantrey's celebrated and much
copied marble of 1820 at Abbotsford." In the
striking bust of the Rev. Sir Henry Moncrieff
Wellwood (Fig. 5) the head thrusts forward, the
long, curly hair sweeps back from a bald pate,
the eyebrows are furled, a small wart blemishes
the left cheek; it is as if the sculptor had phrenologized his sitter.
This must also be the case with the bust of
William Wilberforce (1833, The Wilberforce
Residential Home for tQe Multiple-Handicapped
Blind, York),aa which may once have belonged
to the Leeds surgeon, William Heyaa and which
Joseph used as the basis for the posthumous
monument in Westminster Abbey commissioned
in 1838 and installed in 1840 (Fig. 6).s4 Such a
life-size, seated figure is uncommon in English
monument sculpture and Joseph may have been
Houdon's famous
inspired
by Jean-Antoine
statue of Voltaire, 1781, in The Comedic
Frangaise, Paris (Fig. 7).as He probably made
a copy of one of the versions of Houdon's bust of
Voltaireas and the busts of Henry Mackenzie
(1822, Scottish Portrait Gallery) and the 6th

Fig. 5

Bust of the Rev. Sir Henry Monerieg Welltoood, 1825, marble, by Samuel Joseph. Scottish Portrait Gallery.
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Fig. 6 Monument to William Wilberforee,
Record, copyright Warburg Institute).
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1838 —40, marble, by Samuel Joseph. Westminster

Abbey

(National

Monuments

1

commands universal attention: pretensions to a
work of Art beyond this it has none; the attitude
is singularly unartistic, and seems constrained'.ss
It is clear from such criticism that in an age of
artistic conformity Joseph's eccentric individualism could hope to find only an uncomfortable
and insecure place.
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Royal Scottish Academy

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

bakery and shoemaker bills, adding in an accompanying
letter 'it is not convenient for me to pay the whole at
present but she [Mrs. Tweedie, the baker] can have
15 pounds'The National Library of Scotland, MS.
1831, f.l 1, dated London, 13 June 1829).
For instance, The Carlisle journal, 25 March 1843,
reported that the sculptor, David Dunbar, in his second
lecture on sculpture 'exhibited a variety of admirable
specimens of art by Thorwaldsen, Canova, Flaxman,
Banks, Chantrey, Baily, Joseph and M. L. Watson'..
H. Honour, 'Canova's Statues of Venus', Burlington
Magazine, October 1972, pp. 658 —670.
J. M. Robinson, The —Wyatts An Architectural Dynasty,
Oxford, 1979, pp. 160 173, pl. 102; T. Friedman and
T. Stevens, joseph Gott r786 —r86o Sculptor, Leeds and
Liverpool, 1972.
M. Whinney, SculPturein Britain rSSoto r88o, Harmondsworth, 1964, p. 227.
Joseph Farington reported on 25 July 1817: 'Two letters
were read from Bailey and Joseph Sculptors, who have
gained the gold metal, offering themselves as Candidates
to go to Italy.
These applications being made after
the time limit had expired much objection was made to
admitting them as Candidates, & it was thought that it
ought to go over to the Architects. Shee, Turner &c
were of this opinion, but Flaxman &. Philips, both
manifestly inclined to Bailey...
Farington Diary,
J. Greig ed., 1928, vol. VIII, p. 141.
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15. Gunnis,

16.
17.

18.

19.
20.

21.
22.

23.
24.

25.

26.

op.cit., p. 332;

E.

Elvetham Hall, Hampshire,
has not seen.

27.

28.

J.

Pyke,

A

Biographical

of Ifcax Modellers, Oxford, 1973, pp. 123 —4,
pl. 246. Joseph maintained contact with the world of
wax modellers and one of these artists, Theophilus Smith
of Sheflield, exhibited a wax portrait of Joseph (lost)
at the R.A. in 1828 (no. 1087).
M. Whinney, Sculpture in Britain iyzo —r88o, Victoria
and Albert Museum, 1971, no. 52.
Signed on the socle 'S. JOSEPH Sculpt. EDINR, 1827'.
Purchased 1972. The identity of the sitter is unknown;
Joseph exhibited a marble bust of Miss Emma Campbell
at the R.A. in 1827 (no. 1107).
The bust shown in the portrait is of Professor Dugald
Stewart, signed and dated 1827, now in Edinburgh
University Library; the marble was exhibited at the
R.A. in 1828 (no. 1159); a bronze version is in the
Scottish Portrait Gallery. George Francis Joseph,
Samuel's cousin, exhibited a portrait of the sculptor
at the R.A. in 1824 (no. 385).
T. F. Friedman, 'Turnerelli's Bust of Queen Charlotte*,
Leeds Art Calendar, No. 75, 1974, pp. 12 —18.
The National Library of Scotland, MS. 7382, f.81.
M. Whinney, Sculpturein Britain tSSo to r88o, Harmondsworth, 1964, pl. 189.
Preview 87, City of York Art Gallery Quarterly, vol.
XXII, July 1969, cover and p. 799. The bust is date'd
1833; it was exhibited at the R.A. in 1834 (no. 1072);
another version dated 1835 is in the United Services
Club, London.
Leeds Mechanics Institute Exhibition, Leeds, 1843, p. 31,
no. 41 'Bust of Wilberforce by Joseph Wm. Hey Esq.'.
The marble 'to be erected in Westminster Abbey'as
exhibited at the R.A. in 1840 (no. 1100); a plaster-cast
is in St. John's College Chapel, Cambridge.
H. H. Arnason, The Sculpture of Houdon, London, 1975,
pls. 54 —7, figs. 111 —13.
Arnason, op.cit., pls. 51 —53, figs. 114—17. Gunnis,
op.cit., p. 223 records an undated bust of Voltaire at
Dictionary

which the present

writer

Arnason, op.cit., fig. 40. M. Whinncy, Sculpture in Britain
1964, p. 227 states that
t58o to i88o, Hardmondsworth,
'would have been unthe Wilberforce monument
thinkable without Chantrey's James Watt'f 1824

(pl. 182).
From The Art journal, 1858, p. 190 titled 'William
Wilberforce. From the Statue by S. Joseph.'private
collection).

A considerable amount of the material relating to Joseph in
Edinburgh,
including transcriptions
of his letters, were
supplied by Miss Fiona Pearson and other help came from
Adrian Budge, Richard Jeffries, Dennis Perriam, Mis
Caroline Scott and Timothy Stevens.
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